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Numerical study of melted PCM inside a horizontal annulus with threads in a three-dimensional model
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a numerical investigation on the melting process of phase change material (PCM) in tube and shell geometry. Since previous literatures mainly focused on the 2-D model, 3-D model is established in present work with CFD software to take the velocity and heat transfer along axial direction into account. In order to enhance the tube’s heat transfer performance, two types of threads with different geometry parameters are introduced. The inner cylinder is assumed constant temperature and outer cylinder insulated. Temperature contours and streamlines are obtained to cast light on the effect of the threads. The predicted result shows all the threads can accelerate the melting process in the top region where natural convection is dominant, and the magnitude of the enhancement is determined by geometry parameters to some extent. However, none of the applied threads has improved the melting rate at the bottom region where heat conduction is dominant.
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1. Introduction

Over the last three decades, the thermal energy storage of phase-change materials (PCMs) have been intensively studied by numerous researchers because of their high thermal energy densities per unit volume/mass and their potential for applications in different engineering fields with wide temperatures ranges. PCM thermal energy storage is critical for eliminating the discrepancy between energy supply and demand as well as for improving the efficiency of solar energy systems [1]. Latent heat storage devices, which utilize phase change, are capable of providing high energy storage density while maintaining a relatively constant temperature during charging/discharging, making them a particularly attractive type of thermal storage system [2]. PCMs are used in different engineering fields, such as in the following: the thermal storage of building structures; building equipment, including domestic hot water; heating and cooling system, electronic products; drying technology, waste heat recovery; refrigeration and cold storage; solar air collectors; and solar cookers [3].

Assis et al. [4] investigated both numerically and experimentally on melting in a spherical shell. They performed their numerical studies using the commercial software Fluent 6.0. Computational results had a good agreement with experimental results for different wall temperatures and different shell diameters. Khillarkar et al. [5] numerically investigated the melting process of a pure PCM in tube geometry of two various configurations (square external tube with a circular tube inside and circular external tube with a square tube inside). Thermal stratification was observed in the upper section of the cavity because of the natural convection. Ng et al. [6] carried out a numerical simulation of convection melting of a PCM in a cylindrical annulus heated isothermally from the inside wall. The impact of Rayleigh number on the melting rate as well as the evolution of the fluid flow pattern was investigated. It was found that enhancement in Rayleigh number increased heat transfer rate. Also, melting of PCM in the bottom section was very ineffective because the energy
modified to the system was mostly transferred to the upper section.

In terms of the PCMs, they are generally divided into three main categories, organic PCMs, inorganic PCMs and eutectics of organic and inorganic compounds [7-9]. Paraffinic PCMs have been used by many researches [10] as a thermal storage material. One of the major reasons of using paraffin PCM is their very little or no sub-cooling and non-corrosive nature. Inorganic PCMs in general have a rather high heat of fusion and good thermal conductivity. These are cheap and non-flammable also compared to paraffin PCMs. However, most of them are corrosive to metals and undergo sub-cooling process. Sharma A et al. [11,12] presented the eutectic materials as novel PCMs of thermal storage system applications in buildings. They prepared eutectics PCMs with different weight percentages. Based on their measurements, they found if CA (capric acid) mixed with any other lower melting temperature PCM than a desired eutectic can be developed for the building applications. Also, the thermal properties of binary mixtures measured by using the DSC technique showed that several developed materials have proper phase change temperature and high latent heat of fusion. To sum up, according to the work of Zalba et al. [13], the organic materials have some advantages over the inorganic ones: no corrosives, low or none undercool and chemical and thermal stability. However, the organic materials have disadvantages as well: lower phase change enthalpy and low thermal conductivity, and over 150 materials used in research as PCMs and about 45 commercially available PCMs are listed in their work.

Considerable researches have been done to explore the effect of various container geometries on latent heat thermal storage performance. Among the container geometries, latent heat thermal storage systems with shell and tube design are the most prevalent one, accounting for more than 70% [2]. Meanwhile, cylindrical geometry is considered most promising for devices of commercial heat exchangers, such as the double-pipe heat exchanger and shell and the tube heat exchanger, because
of their high-efficiency in a minimum volume. Most researchers use this geometry, filling the PCM in the tube side or in the annulus (shell). Commercial products of PCMs are delivered in these geometries [3]. However, due to the low thermal conductivity possessed by most phase change materials, heat transfer enhancement technique is required to improve charging/discharging rate of the latent heat thermal storage system [14]. One of these techniques is to apply an optimized geometry for the PCM container [15]. On the other hand, several researchers investigated heat transfer enhancement in PCMs using various techniques such as the use of finned tubes, insertion of a metal matrix in the PCM, multi-tube, bubble agitation in PCM, PCM dispersed with high-conductivity particles and multiple families of PCMs in LHTE. Various fin configurations are applied to PCM, including external and internal fin (circular, longitude, and rectangular) [16]. Velraj et al. [17] have reviewed the attempts that have been made on heat transfer enhancement. They also tested different methods of heat transfer enhancement, which included the use of longitudinal internal finned tubes in a shell and tube heat storage unit, dispersing the PCM with high thermal conductivity particles and using metallic packing, such as Leasing rings, placed inside the tubes contain the PCM. Reddy [18] modeled a PCM-water solar system consisting of a double rectangular cross section enclosure where the top enclosure is filled with paraffin wax and the bottom is filled with water. The numerical modeling has been carried out using the commercial CFD software FLUENT. The geometry modeling and mesh were generated in GAMBIT. The results of simulation indicate that an optimal number of fins should be used to optimize the overall system performance. Ismail et al. [19] studied PCM solidification inside a typical shell and tube container. The heat transfer fluid flowed inside the tubes and the PCM was filled in the shell around the tubes. The effects of varying Reynolds and Stefan numbers, different phase change temperatures, system length and outer radius of fusion for the tubes were studied. They showed that only the phase
change temperature was insignificant to system performance, all other investigated parameters had significant impact. Hamada et al. [20] studied experimentally the effects of carbon fiber chips and the carbon brushes, as additives, on the heat transfer rate in the PCM for a shell and tube type apparatus. The investigated apparatus had four identical tubes arranged asymmetrically. Agyenim et al. [15] made a comparison between two container geometries: a concentric annulus and a shell with four identical heat transfer tube. Their experimental results showed that the heat transfer rate during charging was improved using multi-tube in place of the single tube. By comparing the temperature gradients in the axial, radial and angular directions, they verified the validity of ignoring thermal conductivity in the direction parallel to the heat transfer fluids, and thus validating the representation of a cylindrical container two-dimensionally. Huawei Liu et al. [21] proposed a hierarchical tube array design inside the shell. The tubes are designed non-uniformly both in terms of arrangement and in terms of size, following the general concept of “few large and many small”. Balikowski and Mollendorf [22] studied the effect of using a spinned pipe tube and smooth pipe heat exchanger with two types of PCMs on the charging/discharging of a vertical double pipe heat exchanger with different PCMs in the annular gap. Agyenim et al. [23] used circular and longitudinal fins to enhance heat transfer. They found that the longitudinal-finned system is suitable for charging and discharging in a concentric tube PCM system because such system can achieve optimal charge performance with negligible sub-cooling during discharge. Erek et al. [24] investigated the behavior of thermal energy storage (shell and tube type) with a circular-finned tube and PCM in annular space. They developed a two-dimensional numerical model to predict the effect of fin and operation parameters (fin space, fin diameter, Re number, and heat transfer fluid inlet temperature) on the solidification and melting processes of PCM. Mesalhy et al. [25] performed a numerical study for increasing the thermal conductivity of PCM using porous matrix in two
concentric cylinders. They found that the presence of porous matrix had effect on the melting rate of PCM while it damped the convection motion. In this way, the decreases of the porosity enhanced the melting rate. Ahmad Ali [26] presented numerical study of melting between two cylinders for concentric and eccentric state. This study was done to investigate the effect of position of inner cylindrical tube on melting of PCM (charging) in outer cylindrical shell.

The Fluent software by ANSYS is a computational fluid dynamic (CFD) program used successfully to simulate different engineering problems. This software has a specific model that can simulate a range of different melting and solidification problems in engineering, including casting, melting, crystal growth, and solidification. The program can be used to solve the phase change that occurs at a single temperature (pure metals) or over a range of temperatures (mixture, alloy). The applications and limitations of Fluent can be found in Ref [27]. Hosseinizadeh et al. [28] numerically studied the effect of various volume fractions of nanoparticle copper on an unconstrained melting rate in a spherical container. Different volumes of nanoparticle copper (0, 0.02, 0.04) per volume were used, and 85% of the PCM was filled. They used Fluent to develop an axis-symmetric numerical model and added the Darcy law to the momentum equation to account for the effect of phase change on convection. Tan et al. [29] reported an experimental and numerical work on the constrained melting of PCM inside a transparent spherical glass capsule. The Darcy law was added to the momentum equation to account for the effect of phase change on convection. They used Fluent 6.2.16 for the numerical simulation and the SIMPLE method for solving the governing equations. The power law differencing scheme was used to solve the momentum and energy equations, whereas the PRESTO scheme was adopted for the pressure correction equation. Arasu and Mujumdar [30] presented a numerical investigation on the melting of paraffin wax dispersed with aluminum(Al$_2$O$_3$) as nano-PCM in a square enclosure heated from the bottom side and from a vertical side with different volume percentages (2% and 5%). They developed a numerical model using Fluent 6.3.26. The computational domain was resolved with a fine mesh
near the hot and cold wall to resolve the boundary layer, and an increasingly coarse mesh was used in the rest of the domain to reduce computational time. They used a UDF to define the temperature-dependence of the thermo-physical properties of PCM. They reported that the effective thermal conductivity of a paraffin wax latent heat storage medium could be increased significantly by smaller volumetric concentrations of alumina particles in the paraffin wax. The CFD software is successively used to simulate the application of PCMs in different engineering applications and using CFD software to design LHTES is believed to be an effective way to save money and time [6].

However, in the tube and shell geometry, most previous literatures using CFD software (Fluent) mainly focused on 2D-model, ignoring the molten PCM velocities along the axial direction, which may have influence on the melting time. This paper presents a numerical study of melting between two concentric cylinders with a 3-D mode: the inner cylinders with thread and the outer cylinder plain, taking the velocities along the axial direction into account. The inner cylinder with thread is assumed constant temperature and the outer cylinder insulated. Two types of threads and different geometry parameters are considered in present investigation. During the melting process, the effect of the thread on the temperature distribution, streamline is investigated.

2. Governing Equations

Given the complexity of the constrained melting of PCM, some pertinent assumptions made are listed below:

1. Both the liquid and solid PCM are isotropic and homogeneous, thus their thermo-physical properties are considered constant.

2. At the liquid-solid interface, thermal equilibrium is reached.

3. Boussinesq approximation: the density change within the liquid phase that drives natural convection is only considered in the body force terms
Density variation is defined as:

\[ r = \frac{r_l}{k(T - T_l) + 1} \]

Where \( r_l \) is the density of PCM at the melting temperature at \( T_l \), and \( k \) is the thermal expansion coefficient.

4. Viscous dissipation is considered negligible due to low velocity.

Based on these assumptions, the present numerical study is considered transient, laminar, incompressible and 3-D, without viscous dissipation. Thermo-physical characteristics of the PCM such as the specific heat, thermal conductivity, and viscosity are given as constant in the analysis.

We use the finite volume method for computation. The melting process is simulated using an enthalpy-porosity technique, where a quantity called the liquid fraction, noted as \( \gamma \), is used to indicate the melt fraction (MF) of a cell volume. As the PCM melts, \( \gamma \) increases from 0 to 1. PCM between the solidus and liquidus temperature is in a so-called mushy state. In the mushy zone, material property transformation of the phase-changing PCM is assumed to be linear. The mushy zone is modeled as a “pseudo” porous medium whose porosity equals \( \gamma \). The governing conservation equations are the continuity equation, the momentum equation and the energy equation:

\[ \partial_t(\rho) + \partial_i(\rho u_i) = 0 \]  
\[ \partial_t(\rho u_i) + \partial_j(\rho u_i u_j) = \mu \partial_{jj} u_i - \partial_i \rho + \rho g_i + S_i \]  
\[ \partial_t(\rho h) + \partial_i(\rho \Delta H) + \partial_i(\rho u_i h) = \partial_i(\beta \partial_i T) \]

Where \( h \) is the sensible enthalpy of the PCM, \( T \) is the temperature, \( \rho \) is density of the PCM, \( \beta \) is the thermal conductivity of PCM, \( u_i \) is the velocity and \( S_i \) is volumetric heat source term and is
equal to zero in the present study.

The enthalpy of the material $H$ is computed as the sum of the sensible enthalpy $h$, and the latent heat, $\Delta H$.

$$H = h + \Delta H$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $h$ can be expressed as follows:

$$h = h_{ref} + \int_{T_{ref}}^{T} C_p \Delta T$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $h_{ref}$ is the reference enthalpy at the reference temperature $T_{ref}$, and $C_p$ is the specific heat.

$$\Delta H = \gamma L$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

Where $L$ is the latent heat of fusion of the PCM, and $\gamma$ is liquid fraction and is defined as:

$$\gamma = 0 \quad \text{if} \quad T < T_{solidus}$$

$$\gamma = 1 \quad \text{if} \quad T > T_{liquidus}$$

$$\gamma = \frac{T - T_{solidus}}{T_{liquidus} - T_{solidus}} \quad \text{if} \quad T_{solidus} < T < T_{liquidus}$$ \hspace{1cm} (7)
The source term $S_i$ in momentum equation, is defined as

$$S_i = C(1 - \gamma)^2 \frac{u_i}{\gamma^2 + \varepsilon}$$

(8)

Where $C(1 - \gamma)^2 \frac{u_i}{\gamma^2 + \varepsilon}$ is the “porosity function” defined by Brent et al. [31], that enables the momentum equations to “mimic” Carman Kozeny equations for flow in porous media. $C$ is the constant reflection of the mushy zone morphology. $C$ describes how steeply the velocity is reduced to zero when the material solidifies. This constant varies between $10^4$ and $10^7$ ($10^5$ is applied in this paper) [32]. $\varepsilon$ is a small number (0.001) to prevent division by zero.

3. Numerical Procedure

Numerical study of the present problem is solved using the CFD software, FLUENT 14.0. The original model is shown in the Fig.1, flat inner cylinder and flat outer cylinder, which is simulated to verify the correctness of our model.

The organic material used in our stimulation is Eicosane (alternative spelling Icosane), an alkane with the chemical formula $C_{20}H_{42}$. It has little use in the petrochemical industry, as its high flash point makes it an inefficient fuel. However, its moderate phase transition temperature makes it a candidate for PCM, which can be used to store thermal energy and control temperature and suggested as one of the most promising group of PCM according to Sharma A et al [33]. The thermo-physical properties are listed in Table 1.

The inner cylinder’s and outer cylinder’s diameters are 20mm and 40mm, respectively. The inner tube is made of copper with a constant thermal conductivity of 400(W/m K), and the shell consists
of copper and heat insulating material-PE, which is short for polyethylene. The length along the axial direction is 2mm in order to investigate whether the axial velocity of molten PCM has effect on the temperature distribution, therefore influencing the melting time.

The actual heat transfer process is: hot water or other working medium flows inside the tube, and heat is abstracted from the working medium into the copper (in this paper). After a process of heat conduction in the metal, the PCM gains heat and begins to melt. However, in the overall heat transfer process, the convective heat transfer coefficient between the working medium and tube is very huge. And the thermal resistance of the metal is very small due to high thermal conductivity the copper possesses. If we neglect the temperature difference along the axial direction, the simplification that the tube possesses the temperature of the working medium is valid. In terms of the shell, heat can hardly escape from the system due to very low thermal conductivity of the heating insulating material. Thus this assumption should be valid as well.

Based on simplification and assumption above, the boundary conditions are set as follows:

The inner cylinder is considered possessing a constant temperature, 329.15K, while the outer cylinder is considered insulated. At the beginning of the simulation, the temperature is distributed uniformly with a sub-cooling of 1K. The comparison of present circumstance and the work of Assis [4] is shown in Fig 2. It can be figured out that the present model agreed well with the precedent work.

We used Second Order Upwind scheme to solve the momentum and energy equations, and the PISO method for pressure–velocity coupling are used. Also the PRESTO scheme is adopted for the pressure correction equation. The Under-Relaxation Factors for the pressure, density, body force momentum, liquid fraction update and energy are 0.3, 1, 1, 0.7, 1, respectively. The number of the grid is increasing rapidly and time-consuming as the model is turned to three-dimensional. Thus,
only one grid size and a certain time step (0.001s) were selected to do the simulations. However, all the error of the calculated result is limited in the simulation process. The number of iterations for every time step is fixed at 40, which is sufficient to satisfy the convergence criteria ($10^3$).

As shown in Fig.3, it can be obviously seen the existence of the velocity along the Z axis (axial direction). However, the turbulence made little difference in the melting condition and melting time, since the axial velocity is relatively small compared to the velocity along X and Y (one to two order of magnitude), which also proves the 2-D simplification is adequate in such circumstances where the inner cylinders are plain. While such 2-D models can hardly be applied to other devices with apparatuses, for instance, threads and fins, which aim to promote a flow of heat and mass transfer in axial direction.

It’s known that there are two methods to improve the tube’s heat transfer performance, one is expanding the efficient surface, namely rolling the tube into different surface, such as fin and threads which can bring about turbulent flow field, and another is to improve the performance of the tube’s surface, such as porous surfaces which can promote coefficient of heat transfer in boiling condition to great extent [34]. In order to accelerate the melting rate of PCM, in present study, different types of thread are used to cause turbulence in the flow field, which can promote the heat transfer performance.

The model used to study the effect of the thread is shown in the Fig.4.

The geometry parameters are as same as the model above except for the axial length. The axial length here is taken as the length of the pitch of the screw thread 10mm, and the thread length is 2mm and thread height is 0.8mm, which is represented by 2-0.8 for convenience. The meshing of all these models is refined at the inner cylinders to describe the thread’s geometry structure and the boundary layer for obtaining a more accurate outcome.
4. Results and discussion

Instantaneous colored contours of temperature at different time (60s, 120s, 180s, 240s, 360s) are presented for plain cylinder and cylinder with 2-0.8 triangle thread in Fig. 5.

In the tube without thread, it can be seen, at the beginning of the melting process (60s), very thin melting layer is forming symmetrically. After 60s, the layer began to expand asymmetrically, resulting in the shape and size of the liquid zone: PCM is more melted in the top region than the bottom region. This phenomenon is due to the effect of natural convection in the top region where warm liquid rises to the top region and cooler liquid replaces [1]. It is the natural convection of the top region that accelerates the melting rate until the time around 360s. However, the natural convection has no effect on the melting rate when the solid PCM of the top region is almost melted. Therefore, the melting of solid PCM at bottom region, where the dominant heat transfer is heat conduction, is not influenced the natural convection above. And it can explain why the rate of melting is gradually decreasing when the liquid fraction is close to 1.

However, in the tube with thread (2-0.8) in the inner cylinder, the beginning of the melting process (60s) shows asymmetrical. It is mainly because the initial heat conduction process is asymmetrical due to the added heated surface of thread. As time processes further, the shape of the liquid zone has shown great difference with the shape of the tube without thread: a more asymmetrical shape and greater melting rate. The result is due to the increase of heated surface and enhanced axial direction velocities caused by threads, leading to a more turbulent flow field which can greatly promote heat transfer. After the time of 240s, the solid PCM of top region is almost melt, thus the melting process is governed by heat conduction in the bottom region. Therefore, in the liquid fraction versus time figure (Fig. 6.), the two curves begin to converge.
To investigate the flow field of the tube with cylinder of thread, the streamlines were captured at 180s when the natural convection is dominant in the melting process.

It can be observed in Fig. 7. that, because of the existence of the thread, the streamlines at the top and middle region of the tube have formed several recirculation regions, where hot melting liquid not only moves along radial direction, but also axial direction, which lead to mass and heat enhancement. It should be noted that the main recirculation region in the top region is created by some small recirculation ones which can be seen at earlier time. It agreed well with the predicted temperature contour shown above. However, the enhancement of mass and heat does not reach the bottom region, the dominant heat transfer is still heat conduction, which can also be verified by the figure of liquid fraction versus time.

In order to investigate the role the geometry of the tri-angular thread, thread length and thread height, two sets geometries of different parameters: 3-1.2, 4-1.6 are applied respectively. The boundary condition and initial condition remains the same as the case of 2-0.8, and the curves of the liquid fraction versus time of each are obtained and compared in Fig. 8.

It can be seen the increase of the geometry parameter has limited influence on the natural convection and little effect on the melting process overall. It can be partially explained that as the height and side length increases, the heated surface increases as well, resulting in a limited effect on the melting process, whereas such change does not have influence on the melting process in the bottom region where heat conduction takes the lead.

Then the rectangular thread is also investigated with geometry parameters of length of 2mm, 3mm, 4mm and height of 0.8mm, 1.2mm, 1.6mm respectively. The curves of liquid fraction versus time are shown in Fig. 9.

It demonstrated that the thread in rectangular shape can also promote the natural convection of
the top region to some extent, but does not have influence on the bottom region. Meanwhile, the change in the geometry applied has limited effect on the melting rate.

5. Conclusions

In present study, a 3-D model was established to investigate the role the inner cylinder’s threads play in the melting process of the PCM melting in the tube and shell geometry. In the plain tube circumstance, the predicted result of 3-D model agreed well with experimental results, capturing the phenomenon: primary heat conduction in all region, then heat convection and conduction become dominant in top and bottom region respectively, verifying the correctness of the 3-D model.

In the tube with threads circumstance, both triangular thread and rectangular thread are predicted to cause flow turbulence and innegligible velocity along axial direction, resulting in the enhancement of the heat transfer performance in the top region, but has limited effect on melting of the bottom region where heat conduction is dominant. Predicted results also indicated that different geometry parameters applied of both types of threads has limited influence on the melting rate generally.

Nomenclature

- \( C \) mushy zone constant, (kg/m\(^3\) s)
- \( c_p \) specific heat capacity, (J kg\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\))
- \( g \) acceleration of gravity, (m s\(^{-2}\))
- \( h \) sensible enthalpy, (J/kg)
- \( h_{\text{ref}} \) reference enthalpy at the reference temperature \( T_{\text{ref}} \), (J/kg)
- \( H \) total enthalpy, (J/kg)
- \( L \) latent heat of fusion, (J/kg)
$S_i$  Darcy’s law damping term

$t$  time, (s)

$T$  temperature, (K)

$T_{ref}$  reference temperature, (K)

$u_j$  velocity, (m s$^{-1}$)

$k$  thermal expansion coefficient, (K$^{-1}$)

**Greek letters**

$\gamma$  liquid fraction

$\tau$  shearing force, (Pa)

$\mu$  viscosity, (Pa s)

$\rho$  density of PCM, (kg m$^{-3}$)

$\beta$  thermal conductivity of PCM, (W/m K)

$\varepsilon$  a small number (0.001) to prevent division by zero

**Subscripts**

*liquidus*  liquid

*ref*  reference

*solidus*  solid

**Reference**


[34] Cheng Lixin, Chen Tingkuan, Study of vapor liquid two-phase frictional pressure drop in a vertical heated spirally internally ribbed tube, Chemical Engineering, 2007, 3: 783-792.

**Table Captions:**
Table 1 Thermo-physical properties of PCM

**Figure Captions:**

Figure 1 Scheme of the original 3-D model

Figure 2 Comparison of liquid fraction versus time between present study and Assis et al. [4] work

Figure 3 Streamline captured at 180s of the melting process at cross section

Figure 4 Scheme of the 3-D model with tri-angular thread

Figure 5 Temperature contours of plain tube and tube with tri-angular thread (2-0.8) after 60s, 120s, 180s, 240s, 360s

Figure 6 Comparison of liquid fraction versus time between plain tube and one with 2-0.8 thread

Figure 7 Streamline captured at 180s  (a) Side View of the Model  (b) Vertical View of the Model

Figure 8 Comparison of liquid fraction versus time among different tri-angular threads

Figure 9 Comparison of liquid fraction versus time among different rectangular threads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Melting temperature</td>
<td>$T_{\text{liquidus-solidus}}$</td>
<td>35-37°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>770 kg/m$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinematic viscosity</td>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>5×10-6 m$^2$/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific heat</td>
<td>$c_p$</td>
<td>2460 J/kg K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property</td>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>0.1505 W/m K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latent heat of fusion</td>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>247.6 kJ/kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal expansion coefficient</td>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>0.0009 K$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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